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The label of propaganda will be afﬁxed to what
I say here. I shall not mind; propaganda has now come
into its respectable rights and I am proud of being a
propagandist. The difference between propaganda and
art was impressed on my boyhood mind by a literary
mentor, Milton’s poetry and his political prose set side
by side as the supreme examples. So too, my teacher
— splendid and broad-minded though he was, yet unconsciously biased against what he felt was propaganda
— thought that that gilt-washed artiﬁciality, The Picture of Dorian Gray, would outlive Arms and the Man
and John Bull’s Other Island. But inevitably as I grew
older I had perforce to revise and change my mind
about propaganda. I lighted on one of Milton’s greatest sonnets that was pure propaganda and a widening
horizon revealed that some of the ﬁnest spirits of modern literature — Voltaire, Hugo, Heine, Swift, Shelly,
Byron, Tolstoy, Ibsen — had carried the taint of propaganda. The broader view did not merely include
propaganda literature in my literary outlook; it also
swung me away from the childish age of the enjoyment of creative work for pleasurable curiosity to another extreme where I have always sought for the motivating force or propaganda intent that underlies all
literature of interest. My birthright, and the historical
background of the race that gave it to me, made me
very respectful and receptive of propaganda and world
events since the year 1914 have proved that it is no
mean science of convincing information.
American Negroes are not as yet deeply permeated with the mass movement spirit and so fail to realize the importance of organized propaganda. It was
Marcus Garvey’s greatest contribution to the Negro
movement; his pioneer work in that ﬁeld is a feat that
the men of broader understanding and sounder ideas
who will follow him must continue. It was not until I

ﬁrst came to Europe in 1919 that I came to a full realization and understanding of the effectiveness of the
insidious propaganda in general that is maintained
against the Negro race. And it was not by the occasional affront of the minority of civilized ﬁends —
mainly those Europeans who had been abroad, engaged
in the business of robbing colored peoples in their
native land — that I gained my knowledge, but rather
through the questions about the Negro that were put
to me by genuinely sympathetic and cultured persons.
The average Europeans who read the newspapers, the popular books and journals, and go to see
the average play and a Mary Pickford movie, are very
dense about the problem of the Negro; and they are
the most important section of the general public that
the Negro propagandists would reach. For them the
tragedy of the American Negro ended with Uncle Tom’s
Cabin and Emancipation. And since then they have
been aware only of the comedy — the Negro minstrel
and vaudevillian, the boxer, the black mammy and
butler of the cinematograph, the caricatures of the romances and the lynched savage who has violated a
beautiful white girl.
A very few ask if Booker T. Washington is doing
well or if the “Black Star Line” is running; perhaps
some one less discreet than sagacious will wonder how
colored men can hanker so much after white women
in face of the lynching penalty. Misinformation, indifference and levity sum up the attitude of western
Europe towards the Negro. There is the superior but
very fractional intellectual minority that knows better, but whose influence on public opinion is inﬁnitesimal, and so it may be comparatively easy for white
American propagandists — whose interests behoove
them to misrepresent the Negro — to turn the general
indifference into hostile antagonism if American Ne-
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groes who have the intellectual guardianship of racial
interests do not organize effectively, and on a world
scale, to combat their white exploiters and traducers.
The world war has fundamentally altered the
status of Negroes in Europe. It brought thousands of
them from America and the British and French colonies to participate in the struggle against the Central
Powers. Since then serious clashes have come about in
England between the blacks that later settled down in
the seaport towns and the natives. France has brought
in her black troops to do police duty in the occupied
districts in Germany. The color of these troops, and
their customs too, are different and strange and the
nature of their work would naturally make their presence irritating and unbearable to the inhabitants whose
previous knowledge of Negroes has been based, perhaps, on their prowess as cannibals. And besides, the
presence of these troops provides rare food for the chauvinists of a once proud and overbearing race, now
beaten down and drinking the dirtiest dregs of humiliation under the bayonets of the victor.
However splendid the gesture of Republican
France towards colored people, her use of black troops
in Germany to further her imperial purpose should
meet with nothing less than condemnation from the
advanced section of Negroes. The propaganda that
Negroes need to put over in Germany is not black
troops with bayonets in that unhappy country. As conscript-slave soldiers of Imperial France they can in no
wise help the movement of Negroes nor gain the sympathy of the broad-visioned international white groups
whose international opponents are also the intransigent enemies of Negro progress. In considering the
situation of the black troops in Germany, intelligent
Negroes should compare it with that of the white
troops in India, San Domingo, and Haiti. What might
not the Haitian propagandists have done with the
marines if they had been black instead of white Americans! The world upheaval having brought the three
greatest European nations — England, France, and
Germany — into closer relationship with Negroes, colored Americans should seize the opportunity to promote ﬁner interracial understanding. As white Americans in Europe are taking advantage of the situation
to intensify their propaganda against the blacks, so
must Negroes meet that with a strong countermovement. Negroes should realize that the supremacy of

American capital today proportionately increases
American influence in the politics and social life of
the world. Every American ofﬁcial abroad, every smug
tourist, is a protagonist of dollar culture and a propagandist against the Negro. Besides brandishing the
Rooseveltian stick in the face of the lesser new world
natives, America holds an economic club over the heads
of all the great European nations, excepting Russia,
and so those bold individuals in Western Europe who
formerly sneered at dollar culture may yet ﬁnd it necessary and worth while to be discreetly silent. As American influence increases in the world, and especially in
Europe, through the extension of American capital,
the more necessary it becomes for all struggling minorities of the United States to organize extensively
for the world wide propagation of their grievances.
Such propaganda efforts, besides strengthening the
cause at home, will certainly enlist the sympathy and
help of those foreign groups that are carrying on a life
and death struggle to escape the octuple arms of American business interests.
And the Negro, as the most suppressed and persecuted minority, should use this period of ferment in
international affairs to lift his cause out of his national
obscurity and force it forward as a prime international
issue.
Though Western Europe can be reported as being quite ignorant and apathetic of the Negro in world
affairs, there is one great nation with an arm in Europe that is thinking intelligently on the Negro as it
does about all international problems. When the Russian workers overturned their infamous government
in 1917, one of the ﬁrst acts of the new Premier, Lenin, was a proclamation greeting all the oppressed
peoples throughout the world, exhorting them to organize and unite against the common international
oppressor — Private Capitalism. Later on in Moscow,
Lenin himself grappled with the question of the American Negroes and spoke on the subject before the Second Congress of the Third International. He consulted
with John Reed, the American journalist, and dwelt
on the urgent necessity of propaganda and organizational work among the Negroes of the South. The subject was not allowed to drop. When Sen Katayama of
Japan, the veteran revolutionist, went from the United
States to Russia in 1921 he placed the American Negro problem ﬁrst upon his full agenda. And ever since
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he has been working unceasingly and unselﬁshly to
promote the cause of the exploited American Negro
among the Soviet councils of Russia.
With the mammoth country securely under their
control, and despite the great energy and thought that
are being poured into the revival of the national industry, the vanguard of the Russian workers and the
national minorities, now set free from imperial oppression, are thinking seriously about the fate of the
oppressed classes, the suppressed national and racial
minorities in the rest of Europe, Asia, Africa and
America. They feel themselves kin in spirit to these
people. They want to help make them free. And not
the least of the oppressed that ﬁll the thoughts of the
new Russia are the Negroes of America and Africa. If
we look back two decades to recall how the Czarist
persecution of the Russian Jews agitated Democratic
America, we will get some idea of the mind of Liberated Russia towards the Negroes of America. The Russian people are reading the terrible history of their own
recent past in the tragic position of the American Negro today. Indeed, the Southern States can well serve
the purpose of showing what has happened in Russia.
For if the exploited poor whites of the South could
ever transform themselves into making common cause
with the persecuted and plundered Negroes, overcome
the oppressive oligarchy — the political crackers and
robber landlords — and deprive it of all political privileges, the situation would be very similar to that of
Soviet Russia today.
In Moscow I met an old Jewish revolutionist who
had done time in Siberia, now young again and ﬁlled
with the spirit of the triumphant Revolution. We talked
about American affairs and touched naturally on the
subject of the Negro. I told him of the difﬁculties of
the problem, that the best of the liberal white elements
were also working for a better status for the Negro,
and he remarked: “When the democratic bourgeoisie
of the United States were execrating Tsardom for the
Jewish pogroms they were meting out to your people
a treatment more savage and barbarous than the Jews
ever experienced in the old Russia. America,” he said
religiously, “had to make some sort of expiatory gesture for her sins. There is no surfeited bourgeoisie here
in Russia to make a hobby of ugly social problems,
but the Russian workers, who have won through the
ordeal of persecution and revolution, extend the hand
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of international brotherhood to all the suppressed
Negro millions of America.”
I met with this spirit of sympathetic appreciation and response prevailing in all circles in Moscow
and Petrograd. I never guessed what was awaiting me
in Russia. I had left America in September of 1922
determined to get there, to see into the new revolutionary life of the people and report on it. I was not a
little dismayed when, congenitally averse to notoriety
as I am, I found that on stepping upon Russian soil I
forthwith became a notorious character. And strangely
enough there was nothing unpleasant about my being
swept into the surge of revolutionary Russia. For better or for worse every person in Russia is vitally affected by the revolution. No one but a soulless body
can live there without being stirred to the depths by it.
I reached Russia in November — the month of
the Fourth Congress of the Communist International
and the Fifth Anniversary of the Russian Revolution.
The whole revolutionary nation was mobilized to
honor the occasion, Petrograd was magniﬁcent in red
flags and streamers. Red flags fluttered against the snow
from all the great granite buildings. Railroad trains,
street cars, factories, stores, hotels, schools — all wore
decorations. It was a festive month of celebration in
which I, as a member of the Negro race, was a very
active participant. I was received as though the people
had been apprised of, and were prepared for, my coming. When Max Eastman and I tried to bore our way
through the dense crowds, that jammed the Tverskaya
Street in Moscow on the 7th of November, I was
caught, tossed up into the air, and passed along by
dozens of stalwart youths.
“How warmly excited they get over a strange
face!” said Eastman. A young Russian Communist remarked: “But where is the difference? Some of the Indians are as dark as you.” To which another replied:
“The lines of the face are different. The Indians have
been with us long. And so people instinctively see the
difference.” And so always the conversation revolved
around me until my face flamed. The Moscow press
printed long articles about the Negroes in America, a
poet was inspired to rhyme about the Africans looking to Socialist Russia and soon I was in demand everywhere — at the lectures of poets and journalists,
the meetings of soldiers and factory workers. Slowly I
began losing self-consciousness with the realization that
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I was welcomed thus as a symbol, as a member of the
great American Negro group — kin to the unhappy
black slaves of European Imperialism in Africa — that
the workers in Soviet Russia, rejoicing in their freedom, were greeting through me.
Russia, in broad terms, is a country where all
the races of Europe and of Asia meet and mix. The
fact is that under the repressive power of the Tsarist
bureaucracy the different races preserved a degree of
kindly tolerance towards each other. The ﬁerce racial
hatreds that time in the Balkans never existed in Russia. Where in the South no Negro might approach a
“cracker” as a man for friendly ofﬁces, a Jewish pilgrim in old Russia could ﬁnd rest and sustenance in
the home of an orthodox peasant. It is a problem to
deﬁne the Russian type by features. The Hindu, the
Mongolian, the Persian, the Arab, the West European
— all these types may be traced woven into the distinctive polyglot population of Moscow. And so, to
the Russian, I was merely another type, but stranger,
with which they were not yet familiar. They were curious with me, all and sundry, young and old, in a
friendly, refreshing manner. Their curiosity had none
of the intolerable impertinence and often downright
affront that any very dark colored man, be he Negro,
Indian or Arab, would experience in Germany and
England.
In 1920, while I was trying to get out a volume
of my poems in London, I had a visit with Bernard
Shaw who remarked that it must be tragic for a sensitive Negro to be an artist. Shaw was right. Some of the
English reviews of my book touched the very bottom
of journalistic muck. The English reviewer outdid his
American cousin (except the South, of course, which
could not surprise any white person much less a black)
in sprinkling criticism with racial prejudice. The sedate, copperhead Spectator as much as said: no “cultured” white man could read a Negro’s poetry without
prejudice, that instinctively he must search for that
“something” that must make him antagonistic to it.
But fortunately Mr. McKay did not offend our susceptibilities! The English people from the lowest to
the highest, cannot think of a black man as being anything but an entertainer, boxer, a Baptist preacher, or
a menial. The Germans are just a little worse. Any
healthy looking black coon of an adventurous streak
can have a wonderful time palming himself off as an-

other Siki or a buck dancer. When an American writer
introduced me as a poet to a very cultured German, a
lover of all the arts, he could not believe it, and I don’t
think he does yet. An American student tells his middle
class landlady that he is having a black friend to lunch:
“But are you sure that he is not a cannibal?” she asks
without a flicker of a humorous smile!
But in Petrograd and Moscow, I could not detect a trace of this ignorant snobbishness among the
educated classes, and the attitude of the common workers, the soldiers and sailors was still more remarkable.
It was so beautifully naive; for them I was only a black
member of the world of humanity. It may be urged
that the ﬁne feelings of the Russians towards a Negro
was the effect of Bolshevist pressure and propaganda.
The fact is that I spent most of my leisure time in
nonpartisan and antibolshevist circles. In Moscow I
found the Lux Hotel where I put up extremely depressing, the dining room was anathema to me and I
grew tired to death of meeting the proletarian ambassadors from foreign lands some of whom bore themselves as if they were the holy messengers of Jesus,
Prince of Heaven, instead of working class representatives. And so I spent many of my free evenings at the
Domino Café, a notorious den of the dilettante poets
and writers. There came the young anarchists and
menshevists and all the young aspirant fry to read and
discuss their poetry and prose. Sometimes a group of
the older men came too. One evening I noticed Pilnyal
the novelist, Okonoff the critic, Feodor the translator
of Poe, an editor, a theatre manager, and their young
disciples, beer-drinking through a very interesting literary discussion. There was always music, good folksinging and bad ﬁddling, the place was more like a
second rate cabaret than a poets’ club, but nevertheless much to be enjoyed, with amiable chats and light
banter through which the evening wore pleasantly
away. This was the meeting place of the frivolous set
with whom I eased my mind after writing all day.
The evenings of the proletarian poets held in the
Arbot were much more serious affairs. The leadership
was communist, the audience working class and attentive like diligent, elementary school children. To
these meetings also came some of the keener intellects
from the Domino Café. One of these young women
told me that she wanted to keep in touch with all the
phases of the new culture. In Petrograd the meetings
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of the intelligentsia seemed more formal and inclusive. There were such notable men there as Chukovsky
the critic, Eugene Zamiatin the celebrated novelist and
Maishack the poet and translator of Kipling. The artist and theatre world were also represented. There was
no communist spirit in evidence at these intelligentsia
gatherings. Frankly there was an undercurrent of hostility to the bolshevists. But I was invited to speak and
read my poems whenever I appeared at any of them
and treated with every courtesy and consideration as a
writer. Among those sophisticated and cultured Russians, many of them speaking from two to four languages, there was no overdoing of the correct thing,
no vulgar wonderment and bounderish superiority over
a Negro’s being a poet. I was a poet, that was all, and
their keen questions showed that they were much more
interested in the technique of my poetry, my views on
and my position regarding the modern literary movements than in the difference of my color. Although I
will not presume that there was no attraction at all in
that little difference!
On my last visit to Petrograd I stayed in the Palace of the Grand Duke Vladimir Alexander, the brother
of Tsar Nicholas the Second. His old, kindly steward
who looked after my comfort wanders round like a
ghost through the great rooms. The house is now the
headquarters of the Petrograd intellectuals. A ﬁne
painting of the Duke stands curtained in the dining
room. I was told that he was liberal minded, a patron
of the arts, and much liked by the Russian intelligentsia. The atmosphere of the house was theoretically
nonpolitical, but I quickly scented a strong hostility
to bolshevist authority. But even here I had only pleasant encounters and illuminating conversations with
the inmates and visitors, who freely expressed their
views against the Soviet Government, although they
knew me to be very sympathetic to it.
During the ﬁrst days of my visit I felt that the
great demonstration of friendliness was somehow expressive of the enthusiastic spirit of the glad anniversary days, that after the month was ended I could
calmly settle down to ﬁnish the book about the American Negro that the State Publishing Department of
Moscow had commissioned me to write, and in the
meantime quietly go about making interesting contacts. But my days in Russia were a progression of affectionate enthusiasm of the people towards me.
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Among the factory workers, the red-starred and
chevroned soldiers and sailors, the proletarian students
and children, I could not get off as lightly as I did with
the intelligentsia. At every meeting I was received with
boisterous acclaim, mobbed with friendly demonstration. The women workers of the great bank in Moscow insisted on hearing about the working conditions
of the colored women of America and after a brief
outline I was asked the most exacting questions concerning the positions that were most available to colored women, their wages and general relationship with
the white women workers. The details I could not give;
but when I got through, the Russian women passed a
resolution sending greetings to the colored women
workers of America, exhorting them to organize their
forces and send a woman representative to Russia. I
received a similar message from the Propaganda Department of the Petrograd Soviet which is managed
by Nikoleva, a very energetic woman. There I was
shown the new status of the Russian women gained
through the revolution of 1917. Capable women can
ﬁt themselves for any position; equal pay with men
for equal work; full pay during the period of pregnancy and no work for the mother two months before
and two months after the conﬁnement. Getting a divorce is comparatively easy and not influenced by
money power, detective chicanery, and wire pulling.
A special department looks into the problems of joint
personal property and the guardianship and support
of the children. There is no penalty for legal abortion
and no legal stigma of illegitimacy attaching to children born out of wedlock.
There were no problems of the submerged lower
classes and the suppressed national minorities of the
old Russia that could not bear comparison with the
grievous position of the millions of Negroes in the
United States today. Just as Negroes are barred from
the American Navy and the higher ranks of the Army,
so were the Jews and the sons of the peasantry and
proletariat discriminated against in the Russian Empire. It is needless repetition of the obvious to say that
Soviet Russia does not tolerate such discriminations,
for the actual government of the country is now in the
hands of the combined national minorities, the peasantry and the proletarian By the permission of Leon
Trotsky, Commissar-in-chief of the military and naval
forces of Soviet Russia, I visited the highest military
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schools in the Kremlin and environs of Moscow. And
there I saw the new material, the sons of the working
people in training as cadets by the old ofﬁcers of the
upper classes. For two weeks I was a guest of the Red
navy in Petrograd with the same eager proletarian youth
of new Russia, who conducted me through the intricate machinery of submarines, took me over aeroplanes
captured from the British during the counterrevolutionary war around Petrograd and showed me the
making of a warship ready for action. And even of
greater interest was the life of the men and the ofﬁcers,
the simpliﬁed discipline that was strictly enforced, the
food that was served for each and all alike, the extra
political educational classes and the extreme tactfulness and elasticity of the political commissars, all communists, who act as advisers and arbitrators between
the men and students and the ofﬁcers. Twice or thrice
I was given some of the kasha which is sometimes
served with the meals. In Moscow I grew to like this
food very much, but it was always difﬁcult to get. I
had always imagined that it was quite unwholesome
and unpalatable and eaten by the Russian peasant only
on account of extreme poverty. But on the contrary I
found it very rare and sustaining when cooked right
with a bit of meat and served with butter — a grain
food very much like the common but very delicious
West Indian rice-and-peas.
The red cadets are seen in the best light at their
gymnasium exercises and at the political assemblies
when discipline is set aside. Especially at the latter
where a visitor feels that he is in the midst of early
revolutionary days, so hortatory the speeches, so intense the enthusiasm of the men. At all these meetings
I had to speak and the students asked me general questions about the Negro in the American Army and Navy,
and when I gave them common information known
to all American Negroes, students, ofﬁcers and commissars were unanimous in wishing this group of young
American Negroes would take up training to become
ofﬁcers in Army and Navy of Soviet Russia. The proletarian students of Moscow were eager to learn of the
life and work of Negro students. They sent messages
of encouragement and good will to the Negro students
of America and, with a ﬁne gesture of fellowship,
elected the Negro delegation of the American Communist Party and myself to honorary membership in
the Moscow Soviet.

Those Russian days remain the most memorable
of my life. The intellectual Communists and the intelligentsia were interested to know that America had
produced a formidable body of Negro intelligentsia
and professionals, possessing a distinctive literature and
cultural and business interests alien to the white man’s.
And they think naturally, that the militant leaders of
the intelligentsia must feel and express the spirit of
revolt that is slumbering in the inarticulate Negro
masses, precisely the emancipation movement of the
Russian masses had passed through similar phases.
Russia is prepared and waiting to receive couriers and
heralds of good will and interracial understanding from
the Negro race. Her demonstration of friendliness and
equity for Negroes may not conduce to produce healthy
relations between Soviet Russia and democratic
America, the anthropologists 100 percent pure white
Americanism will soon invoke Science to prove that
the Russians are not at all God’s white people I even
caught a little of American anti-Negro propaganda in
Russia. A friend of mine, a member of the Moscow
intelligentsia, repeated to me the remarks of the lady
respondent of a Danish newspaper: that I should not
be taken as a representative Negro for she had lived in
America and found all Negroes lazy, bad and vicious,
a terror to white women. In Petrograd I got a like story
from Chukovsky, the critic, who was on intimate terms
with a high worker of the American Relief Administration and his southern wife. Chukovsky is himself
an intellectual “Westerner,” the term applied to those
Russians who put Western-European civilization before Russian culture and believe that Russia’s salvation
lies in becoming completely westernized. He had spent
an impressionable part of his youth in London and
adores all things English, and during the world war
was very pro-English. For the American democracy,
also, he expresses unfeigned admiration. He has more
Anglo-American books than Russian in his ﬁne library
and considers the literary section of the New York Times
a journal of a very high standard. He is really a maniac
of Anglo-Saxon American culture. Chukovsky was
quite incredulous when I gave him the facts of the
Negro’s status in American civilization.
“The Americans are a people of such great energy and ability,” he said, “how could they act so petty
towards a racial minority?” And then he related an
experience of his in London that bore a strong smell
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of cracker breath. However, I record it here in the belief that it is authentic for Chukovsky is a man of integrity: About the beginning of the century, he was
sent to England as correspondent of a newspaper in
Odessa, but in London he was more given to poetic
dreaming and studying English literature in the British museum and rarely sent any news home. So he lost
his job and had to ﬁnd cheap, furnished rooms. A few
weeks later, after he had taken up his residence in new
quarters, a black guest arrived, an American gentleman of the cloth. The preacher procured a room on
the top floor and used the dining and sitting room
with the other guests, among whom was a white American family. The latter protested the presence of the
Negro in the house and especially in the guest room.
The landlady was in a dilemma, she could not lose her
American boarders and the clergyman’s money was not
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to be despised. At last she compromised by getting the
white Americans to agree to the Negro’s staying without being allowed the privilege of the guest room, and
Chukovsky was asked to tell the Negro the truth.
Chukovsky strode upstairs to give the unpleasant facts
to the preacher and to offer a little consolation, but
the black man was not unduly offended:
“The white guests have the right to object to
me,” he explained, anticipating Garvey, “they belong
to a superior race.”
“But,” said Chukovsky, “I do not object to you,
I don’t feel any difference; we don’t understand color
prejudice in Russia.”
“Well,” philosophized the preacher, “you are very
kind, but taking the scriptures as authority, I don’t
consider the Russians to be white people.”
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